justly, unjustly mistreated sexist, the result would be to make Dallow too ambiguous for the negative role he has to play as an historian. Ultimately, however, it is the claim of a single fictional truth that undoes the whole project; no truth, not even the sad history of the GDR's suppression of human rights at home and abroad is ever quite as one-sided as Hein represents it here. Now that the Wall has been irrevocably toppled, one would hope that Hein, Wolf, and the host of other talented writers who are or were GDR authors would regain their lost moral and political relevance by writing the kind of probing, nuanced, and infinitely discussable accounts that this reader of Der Tangospieler had hoped for. Fifteen years after its publication in the West and about thirtyfive years after the writing of its first version (Der Tag X), Stefan Heym's 5 Tage im Juni finally appeared in the GDR in late 1989. Heym's autobiography, Nachruf, and his Schwarzenberg have also been scheduled to be published there. The publication of these three books is a major step toward making formerly unobtainable works of this important GDR author available to his compatriots and thus joins the current wave of printings of GDR works which could not be published in the GDR until now.
Although Western readers are already familiar with the content of 5 Tage im Juni, the work is new to GDR readers, whose interest in the events it describes has only böen heightened by the political and social upheaval since Fall 1989. Heym sets his novel in East Berlin from June 13 through 17, 1953, with a brief "Nachspiel" on June 14, 1954. By combining his novellistic plot and fictional characters with documentary excerpts from actual reports, Party meetings, speeches, Western broadcasts, and the like, as well as with his knowledge gained by firsthand experience and research, he succeeds in portraying his version of the 1953 uprising and the events surrounding it, an account which differs significantly from the long-time official GDR view.
Heym focuses on the workers of VEB Merkur and their involvement in the June events. His protagonist, Martin Witte, the plant's union leader and loyal communist, opposes the Party decision to raise the norms by 10%, recognizes and tries to defuse the growing unrest among the workers because of it, struggles in vain to alert the Party to the danger of strike and the need for consultation with the workers, and finally acts on his own initiative to defend the plant when the strike occurs and to bring back the striking Merkur workers. Despite his good advice, accurate predictions, and his efforts to ameliorate the situation, he is ultimately relieved of his position and sent to Party school to learn to subjugate his views to those of the Party.
Although he sees the raising of the norms and the accumulated dissatisfactions of the workers as underlying factors, Heym clearly identifies two major causes of the uprising. The machinations of two Western agents (Quelle and Hofer) and their Merkur collaborators (Gadebusch and Kallmann), the acts of many lesser GDR dissidents and Western thugs, and documentary comments from Western radio all reflect the official GDR view that the uprising resulted from a Western conspiracy intended to topple the
